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Ludos Protocol
A Decentralized Gaming Economy
I. Abstract
The Ludos Protocol is a decentralized solution for

technology that has been proven to be successful

game ecosystem. The protocol is mainly composed

and to integrate matured technology from the open-

of three parts:

source community into the current game industry.

・Main chain + multi-sidechain infrastructure

Ludos recognizes the technical limitations of current

The Ludos main chain uses PoW+PoS as its

blockchains,and will balance the decentralization

consensus mechanism, and implements a Plasma-

and efficiency the blockchain. Ludos will disclose

like multi-sidechain system to improve scalability.

core codes to developers to establish a trustless and

Games with many thousands of users can perform

efficient game ecosystem.

many complex operations on their own sidechain,
with only minimal interaction with the Ludos main

Ludos utilizes smart contract to manage game

chain;

sidechain, realize incentive system, and fulfill

・Toolbox for game developers

digital assets and in-game currency operations. In

The toolbox contains: an abstract blockchain

addition, Ludos, because of blockchain technology

interface, game assets issuing/operation tool, a

being transparent and inalterable, can achieve

BaaS service for maintaining game sidechains,

the identification and tracking of digital assets and

data persistence tool, fair pseudorandom number

copyrights, and record players’ achievement, rank

generator, etc..

and game performance across multiple platforms for

・DApps and incentivized game ecosystem

lifelong.

The ecosystem includes: a decentralized game
assets exchange, a game assets management

Ludos will use blockchain technology and token

wallet, a decentralized game distribution platform,

economy to reform the game industry, enhance

a fair ranking and achievement system, a game

the flow of resources between upstream and

DAICO and investment protocol and incentive rule

downstream industries, provide game players

sets for all participants.

with a more transparent gaming environment, and
bring more customer flow and new opportunities to

Currently, the application of blockchain technology

developers

in the game industry faces multiple problems such
as public blockchains’ severe lack of throughput

II. Background

capacity, over-occupation of resources caused

2.1 Scale of the Game Market

by executing smart contracts, the complete traffic

According to Digi-Capital, the global revenue

jam caused by a single popular dApp, difficulties

generated by selling game software and hardware

for developers, and the incomplete divergence

exceeded 200 billion dollars in 2017.

and convergence of the business environment.

The year-on-year growth rate reached approximately

Fortunately, Ludos chooses to not apply these new

50% and revenue from software accounted for more

but immature technologies blindly, but to adopt

than 75% of the total revenue. In 2021, the global

1
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game industry is expected to generate more than

must increase their time input and keep playing in

$300 billion dollars. Tencent’s game department has

order to maintain in-game status.

already contributed more than 70% of its revenue.
2.2.4 Data Isolation among Games
The game market is large, popular, and fast growing.

The current game market has few solutions for inter-

PC, console, web, and mobile games are the

platform asset/statistics transfer. There is no efficient

main pillars of the game industry. Because of the

method for trading in-game currencies, equipment,

popularization of smartphones, mobile games have

and characters. When a player switches to another

become the most important sector of the game

game, he has to abandon the previous one and

industry and have attracted more than 86% of all

start a completely new process. As a result, the

game players.

market needs a decentralized platform to achieve
digital asset exchange among players, games, and

2.2 Revolutions Experienced by the
Game Industry

platforms.
2.2.5 Under-the-table Operation in Games

2.2.1 Severely Centralized Market

Popular game, such as Card Games, MMO, MOBA,

The current game industry is heavily centralized

FPS, ACT, RTS, and Gambling games have features

and monopolized by big companies; homogeneity is

like activation of special skills, damage output,

prevalent, leaving only a few niches for developers

damage reduction, shuffling and dealing of cards,

to survive. Creative game ideas seldom have

and lottery. Developers and operators can alter

an opportunity to enter the public eye and find

statistics under-the-table, thus resulting in an inferior

development teams for product realization. It is even

game experience and low credibility.

more difficult to find a reliable marketing team to
manage the entire life cycle of a particular game.

2.2.6 Chaotic Financial System in Games
1) Lack of a universal token. In-game currencies and

2.2.2 Low Efficiency of Traditional Crowdfunding

gift cards of different games cannot be traded for

Platforms

each other. Players’ purchases of one game cannot

Traditional crowd-funding of new games is often

transfer into another. Token will be locked in games

initiated on centralized platforms like Kickstarter.

and forbidden to be traded. Game company can

These platforms often encounter problems like

freely decide withdrawal policies to keep players

in-transparent project selection mechanism,

from outflowing.

unreasonable amount of funding. The interest of

2) Current game companies issue in-game currencies

investors and confidence of potential players might

without a carefully calculated standard, thus resulting

be hurt, thus affecting the entire industry.

in inflation. Game companies manipulate in-game

2.2.3 Digital Assets Rights' Lack of Protection
Centralized game operators usually generate profits
by creating new top-tier equipment, massively issuing
rare items, altering statistics of game characters,
and creating severe inflation. The existing value of
players‘ digital assets cannot be preserved. Players
2

currencies and radically appreciate or depreciate
digital assets. Additionally, core mechanisms are not
published, which is unjust for players. After a period,
player outflow is unavoidable because of the game
experience, injustice of the game mechanism, and
competition from other games.
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2.2.7 Ineffective Distribution Channels

developing the game itself. Additionally, the GAS

Distribution channels allow game developers and

protocol results in high operating costs and affects

operators to earn income by promoting games to

the commercial application of blockchain games.

players. However, the key data of game players are
stored in operators’ servers, so evaluations of the
effectiveness and the profit of distribution channels
are based solely on distribution channels’ level of
trust for operators. Distribution channels are not able
to access data about their promotion and players’
feedback. Therefore, all of this can decrease the
efficiency of distribution channels and hinder the
optimization of the promotion process.

2.3 Problems of Current Blockchain
Games
2.3.1 Lack of Variety

2.3.4 Limited Application Scenarios of Tokens
Traditional decentralized platforms cannot provide
enough token incentive and community autonomy for
developers, artists, and players. Traditional tokens in
blockchain games are limited in regard to application
scenarios; thus, the economy system is incomplete.
Therefore, traditional decentralized platforms might
not be able to continuously enhance the industry.

III. The Ludos Protocol and Its
Technical Structure

Most current blockchain games can be categorized

The Ludos Protocol implements a Plasma-like

into several models, such as pet feeding, mining, or

multi-sidechains system to scale the main chain, a

gambling. The market is fulfilled by CryptoKitties-like

game can issue and peg its assets on the Ludos

games and BullockCity-like games. Because of this,

main chain and perform complex game contract

customer loyalty toward these blockchain games

operations and store data at the sidechain level.

is very low. The market lacks sophisticated and

Meanwhile, Ludos also provides State channels

interesting blockchain games.

based off-chain smart contract interaction solution as

Current blockchain games often emphasize the

a complementary to the sidechain system.

collection and the potential of in-game items to

The blockchain game developers can always

appreciate in fiat. As a result, only opportunists

easily interact with the blockchain system through

instead of game lovers are attracted to them.

the toolbox provided by Ludos, despite of all the

2.3.2 Low Efficiency of the Main chain
CryptoKtties once caused a traffic jam to Ethereum
blockchain, which shows that a single popular
dApp is capable of slowing the entire blockchain.
Optimizing the consumption of computation and
storage in blockchain is key to the development of
blockchain games.
2.3.3 Difficulty for Developers
At present, blockchain games lack mature game
engines and developer tool boxes. Developers
must handle minor issues of technical infrastructure
in blockchain, so they cannot concentrate on
3

technical details.
Ludos believes that only an infrastructure is strong
and efficient enough to support multiple scalable
DApps can provide its true value.
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are transparent, open to all users.
Besides from core data, other data such as scripts,
graphs, and comments will be stored on IPFS and
will be connected with relevant smart contracts.
Thus, Ludos will be able to achieve high extendibility
without unnecessary GAS costs.
The three main principles of Ludos’s technical
structure are as follows:
1)Ludos is dedicated to building a decentralized and
trustless system.
2)Ludos expects to always stand on the shoulders of
open source projects.
3)Ludos will work hard to balance performance and
user experience.
Ludos also intends to accomplish the following goals:
Games and DApps (decentralized exchanges,
player communities, etc.) will be run on individule
and decentralized sidechains.

3.1 Concept

Blockchain game developers will be provided with

Making blockchain empower the game industry

friendly APIs and SDKs; therefore, they will be able

and applying the Token Economy to assist the flow

to focus on developing core logic but not on minor,

of resources among the entire industry is the vista

infrastructure-level issues.

of Ludos team. Ludos would integrate sidechain,
cross-chain, smart contract, and State channels
technology to enhance the performance of the
current blockchain structure in the limitation of CAP.

Large-scale applications (games) with low GAS
costs and high throughput will be supported.
Sidechain applications can be updated, can build
autonomy, and can even fork themselves. Data of
these applications can also be shared.

Ludos’s technical structure is open and everevolving. The Ludos team believes that all

3.2 Main Chain+Multi-Sidechain

technologies should be used to serve players

Ludos takes the intensive-interaction and real-time

eventually. Ludos will cultivate player communities

requirements of game scenario into consideration.

and review the sustainability of the economic system

The Ludos Protocol uses a highly decentralized main

and the robustness of the incentive rule sets.

chain with PoW+PoS consensus mechanism, which
is assisted by multiple sidechains with independent

Ludos utilizes smart contract to realize all the core

consensus mechanisms, security levels, throughput,

logic of game operation. Additionaly, digital assets,

and data storage methods to balance security and

core game activity data and pseudorandom numbers

efficiency. Ludos main chain is only used for the

will be stored on the Ludos main chain. All actions

deployment of sidechain root contracts, token/assets

4
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issuing, and settlement of transactions. Meanwhile,

ecology rather than on short-term profits from market

main chain can also serve as a judge to ensure

volatility.

the safe exit of digital assets during a malicious
attack. The execution of specific operations (games,

Coin Age

independent functions) is handled by high throughput

Ludos's PoS consensus mechanism applies the

sidechains.

concept of Coin Age, which can be characterized as

3.2.1 Consensus Mechanism of Main Chain
Ludos main chain uses hybrid PoW+PoS algorithm
to reach consensus. PoW+PoS will balance the
stake of validators(miners) and users.
Ludos will eventually transit from PoW+PoS to pure
PoS system. The difference between PoW and PoS
is that in the PoW case, users buy real computers
that consume energy and calculate blocks at a rate
proportional to costs. The subject of purchase in the

follows:
Each coin represents ONE unit of "age" a day. For
example, if 100 coins are held for a total of 30 days,
the Coin Age is 3,000.
If a PoS block is produced, the Coin Age is cleared
to 0 accordingly. The greater the Coin Age is, the
greater is the probability of producing a block. The
formula is as follows:

Hash(block_header) < coinAge * Target

PoS case is virtual coins inside the system, which

Each time 365 units of "age" are cleared, interest

are then converted into virtual computers calculating

will be delivered according to the annual interest

blocks. Under this approach, the probability of

rate. If the annual interest rate is 5% (which will be

signing a block depends not on the processing

dynamically adjusted according to network conditions

power, but on the number of coins on the account of

to fit the interests of holders), then a user producing

a user-validator. However, currently, PoS is facing

a block with 3,000 units of "age" will receive

issues such as the “nothing at stake” attack and
potential centralization problems. Few public chains
ever successfully rely solely on PoS.

3000 * 5% / 365 = 0.41 coins
Deposit mechanism

Ludos chose to use PoW+PoS as the consensus

Ludos will discipline miners by introducing a deposit

mechanism during the transition period: currently,

mechanism into the PoS part of the conflated

Ludos main chain will use PoS consensus to

consensus mechanism. Ludos nodes must deposit

finalize at 50 block intervals with two-thirds of the

certain amounts of tokens to become verified

network voting on the validity of the network, so

miners before they can participate in the process of

a 51% percent attack will have much smaller risk

producing blocks.

and become less rewardable. Thus, the PoW+PoS
mechanism can maximize the participation of

If a miner does anything that Ludos considers

miners and ordinary users, benefiting both parties.

“invalid” or “malicious,” his or her deposit will be

Additionally, the PoS mechanism encourages

forfeited and right to participate in the process of

holders of LUD Tokens to keep these coins in their

producing blocks will be revoked.

wallets instead of trading them on the exchange.
This will help users focus on Ludos’s technology and
5
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at stake" problem, which refers to the low cost of

If a game company based on the Ludos platform

doing evil in the classic PoS protocol. A miner who is

wants to develop a blockchain card game based on

proven to have done evil will pay the price.

the Ludos Protocol (e.g., Hearthstone), then it needs

3.2.2 Sidechain Scalability Solution
Ludos will give an implementation of the Plasma
Protocol – Ludos Plasma. The goal is to transfer a
large amount of calculations of smart contracts of
Ludos’s functions or games to sidechains instead of
executing them on Ludos’s main chain. Sidechains
can be implemented with relatively fewer nodes or
can be weekly centralized, and sidechains can also
adopt PoA or DPoS as the consensus mechanism
(the sidechain maintainer can choose the consensus
mechanism that best meets its requirements
according to the actual situation). As a result, the
amount of TPS may reach up to thousands.

to:
1). Create corresponding digital assets, that is,
cards, that will comply with the LRC721 standard (a
virtual item protocol running on Ludos like ERC721
in Ethereum) on the Ludos main chain;
2. Create a set of smart contracts on the Ludos
main chain (the Ludos platform will provide
basic templates and API) as the root contract of
corresponding sidechains. The root contract will
contain the game’s rules of state updating, record
the hash of the state of the sidechain, and include
rules for transferring assets between the main chain
and sidechains.
3. Create a sidechain using the BaaS service
provided by Ludos and select one preferred
consensus mechanism for the sidechain (details
below). At the same time, it must select the
appropriate network architecture and node operation
mode to start the operation of the sidechain.
Once the sidechain is created and activated, the

This scalability solution is indeed an Off-Chain

block producer will make a statement to the root

Trading technology. Ludos’s main chain will ensure

contract on a regular basis (when the new block is

its security. This proposal will allow the creation

generated). These statements will be recorded in the

of sidechains linked to the main chain. These

Ludos main chain, where the root contract will be

sidechains in turn can produce their own sidechains,

recorded as evidence of the occurrence of sidechain

and these sidechains can also produce next-gen

calculations.

sidechains. As a result, we can perform many

Ludos allows for the scalable blockchain-based

complex operations on the sidechain level, such as

digital asset interactions. These assets need to

running games with thousands of users when the

be created first on the Ludos main chain and then

sidechain has as few interactions as possible with

moved to the sidechain through the root contract;

the Ludos main chain. These sidechains operate

therefore, we can deploy a set of smart contracts

faster and are characterized by lower transaction

that contains the whole game logics and rules on the

costs because their operations do not require saving

child chain.

a copy on the entire Ludos blockchain.
When players play games, they only interact with
sidechains. They can redeem their assets (such as

6
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LRC721 cards) with LUD Tokens and interact with

If a chain halts tokens are still safe; however, there is

other users without having to interact directly with

still an interuption in service.

the main chain. Because only very few nodes (i.e.,
block producers) on the sidechain must process the

The implementation of Ludos Plasma includes:

transaction, the transaction fee will be low, and the

1. Root contracts deployed on the Ludos main chain.

transaction speed will be very fast.

Core implementation code is as below:

3.2.3 Implementation of Ludos Plasma
Plasma Cash, introduced by Vitalik and Karl Floersch
in Mar/2018, is a Plasma construction based around
the use of unique identifiers for each token on the
Plasma chain.
Ludos Plasma implements Plasma Cash as a
solution to scale Ludos sidechains. Ludos Plasma
enables users to securely transfer their game assets
between the main chain and game's sidechains.
Ludos Plasma also sets a challenge period (three
days initially) to eliminate the possibility of incurring
malicious actions by sidechains’ users or Plasma
operators.

2. Client components that interacts with both main
chain and sidechains. Implementation code(Python)

Ludos Plasma will assign a unique ID for every token
stored on sidechains, make every token indivisible
and possess independent transaction history, which
comes a number of benefits:
・Sharded client-side validation -- Clients only need
to watch the Plasma chain for their tokens. That
means transaction throughput can scale without
increased load on individual users.
・No confirmations -- Transactions no longer require
a two phase send plus confirmation. Instead, once
a transaction is included on the main chain it can be
spent.
・Simple support for all tokens -- There is no
additional complexity adding any number distinct
tokens, including non-fungible assets.
・Minor mass exit mitigation -- Mass exits are
slightly less worrisome because a theif must submit
an exit transaction for each token they wish to steal.
7
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3. Plasma Operator. Implementation code(Python)
for submitting blocks is as below:

cost that is incurred.
Ludos provides a Plasma Exit for sidechain players.
Even when a sidechain block producer attempts to
move the sidechain’s assets back to the main chain
and steal them, players can still safely retain funds
and assets tothe main chain.
The Ludos sidechain protocol includes a mechanism
in which assets cannot be sent back to the main

3.2.4 Sidechain Consensus Mechanism
Sidechains can have their own consensus
algorithms. The default consensus mechanism of
Ludos sidechains is Proof of Authority (PoA).
PoA is a simple consensus mechanism that depends
on trusted validators who are similar to miners in
a PoW system. Validators are nodes that receive
transactions, form blocks, and collect transaction
fees.
The company that created the game can also
choose other consensus algorithms such as DPoS
or PBFT as the consensus algorithm of sidechains
based on its own node network plan.

chain when fraud occurs. Anyone can send evidence
to the root contract to show that a block producer
is fraudulent. The evidence will contain information
on the previous block and allow us to prove that
the current block (error block) was not correctly
generated according to the sidechain protocol. If
this fraud is confirmed, the sidechain will roll back
to the saved state of the previous block. The Ludos
sidechain protocol has a penalty mechanism: any
block producer who signs the wrong block will lose
his or her deposit on the Ludos main chain.
Finally, it is not necessary for all block producers
to be controlled by one entity (the organization
that creates the sidechain). Ludos will introduce
players, developers, and other autonomous entities

3.2.5 Sidechain Security

into the newly created sidechain and allocate block

When users send their own assets from the main

producers across different entities; that is, it will

chain to a sidechain, a series of security and trust

provide consensus as a service (CaaS, see 3.2.6).

issues emerge. A sidechain needs to provide a

In this case, the risk for block producers becomes

corresponding Plasma Review and Plasma Exit to

lower, and the risk whereby users must transfer

ensure a completely trustless system.

assets to the main chain is also reduced.

A Ludos sidechain regularly sends Merkle Proofs to

3.2.6 Consensus as a Service

the main chain. Merkle Proofs act as the checkpoint

A new game’s sidechain network may not have

of the operation of sidechains. The frequency of

enough nodes to achieve consensus, and the

sending Merkle Proofs can be adjusted according to

sidechain even might suffer from a Witch Attack. The

the required security level and cost of the sidechain.

Ludos platform will provide multiple trusted nodes

The more Merkle Proofs that are sent, the more

to achieve the consensus of the sidechain network

secure a Ludos sidechain is, but the higher is the

of a new game. CaaS node providers will be other

8
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participants from the Ludos community who will

Examples of Alice and Bob:

receive appropriate incentives from the platform.
3.2.7 Cross-sidechain interaction
Ludos does not support the direct interaction of
different sidechains’ asset exchange for now, we

0 ETH

believe that value exchange outside the main chain
(by utilizing Oracle, etc.) can possibly lead to a
dramatic increase of network complexity, or reducing
availability.
Here is an example of Alice and Bob:
The exchange of value between sidechains, such

Alice and Bob want to play a tic-tac-toe game on

as cross-game digital asset trading, requires that

Ludos, and the winner can get 1 eth. The easiest

the assets of the sidechain be sent back to the

way to do this is to create a smart contract on

main chain through the root contract and then be

Ludos’s main chain that implements the rules of

exchanged through the main chain. This mechanism

the tic-tac-toe game and tracks the actions of each

would sacrifice efficiency, but it will ensure the

player. Each time a player performs an operation,

feasibility of atomic transactions as well as the safety

he or she initiates a transaction to a smart contract.

of assets and the simplicity of the system.

When one of the players wins, as described in the
rules, the smart contract pays the winner 1 eth.

3.3 State channels

Although the above logic is feasible, Alice and Bob

State channels are a very broad and simple way

are indeed making the entire blockchain network

to think about blockchain interactions which could

process a game contract. Every time a player wants

occur on the blockchain, but instead get conducted

to operate, he must pay for gas and must wait for

off of the blockchain, without significantly increasing

several blocks to be produced before he can move

the risk of any participant.

on. The whole process goes significantly beyond

The most well known example of this strategy is

their true needs and is inefficient. Instead, we can

the idea of payment channels(Lightning Network)

design a system that allows players to play games

in Bitcoin. State channels are the general form of

with as little operation as possible on the chain. Alice

payment channels, applying the same idea to any

or Bob can update the status of the game contract

kind of state-altering operation normally performed

off the chain and still have full confidence in the

on a blockchain.

system. They can return to the previous state of the

Ludos moves certain interactions off of the chain

main chain if necessary.

without requiring any additional trust, which lead
to significant improvements in cost and speed.

Applications and Restrictions

Events occurring within state channels will be highly

State channels are very useful in applications that

secured and immutable: if there is any problem,

require frequent interactions among smart contracts

Ludos can always choose to roll back to the on-chain

and can effectively scale up and increase the

transactions’ previous state, close the channels, and

capacity of the blockchain.

release the locked assets.
9
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However, Ludos state channels mechanism has the

to launch a decentralized exchange is required if

following limitations:

cross-chain assets’ trading system is to be realized.

Dependent on the validity of the state

Another issue is that to distribute the digital assets

If a participant loses his or her network connection

of other blockchain networks (such as Bitcoin and

during a game challenge period (when a person

Ethereum) or to execute cross-chain smart contracts

who believes the game result is unfair), it may not

in a decentralized manner according to the outcome

be possible to respond before the end of the game.

of the game, Ludos is required to have the capability

For example, in order to win the game, Bob forged

to interact across blockchains.

the game results and destroyed Alice's network,

Current mainstream cross-main-chain technologies

which prevented Alice from accessing the blockchain

include the following:

during the game period. In this case, Alice can pay
some fees to let Ludos make a state copy.

1. Notary schemes
2. Sidechains/relays

It is only suitable for DApps that will have highfrequency status updates over a lengthy period
Participants in a single contract must be relatively
stable

3. Hash-locking
No matter which technology is utilized and no matter
how complex its implementation is, the essence of
decentralized cross-chain asset trading is as follows:

Operations within state channels are set to be
hidden by default
Everything happens “inside” the passage between
the participants and will not be broadcasted and
recorded on the blockchain. Only the initial and final
transactions must be made public
State channels will have instant termination
capability
If the participants of the game contract have all

In fact, the following five steps are required:

signed a status update, this status can be considered

1. A user initiates a request for redeeming a B-chain

the final state. Participants can have confidence in

asset to the cross-chain protocol using an A-chain

this; if necessary, they can “enforce” this state record

asset;

on the main chain at any time.

2. The cross-chain protocol locks user A chain
assets;

3.4 Cross-main-chain Interaction

3. Cross-chain protocol locks an equivalent number

To realize the decentralization of the game

of the B-chain assets;

ecosystem, games from third-party public chains

4. Send the B-chain asset to the user's B-chain

must be considered when we design the Ludos

address, and take away the user-locked A-chain

Protocol. Cross-chain technology that enables us

asset;

10
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5. The assets of user A's chain is transferred

Cross-chain smart contracts face more technical

accordingly and get the equivalent value’s B-chain

difficulties, and Ludos will dedicate more efforts

assets.

to improving the Multi-Sig Notary Schemes and
Distributed Private Key Control to achieve a

Ludos relies on the Sidechain/Relay mechanism

decentralized game ecosystem that is compatible

to achieve basic cross-chain functionality while

with most games.

combining the advantages of the previous three
technical solutions to achieve automatic cross-chain

3.5. Other Key Components

digital asset trading trustlessly. In the cross-chain

3.5.1 Updatable Smart Contracts

mechanism, Ludos will include the following features:
1. Portable assets: Assets can be transferred and
used between multiple chains back and forth.

Ludos will save core data through smart contracts
recorded on blockchain while automating the
execution of the platform’s core logic.

2. Atomic swap: Cross-chain asset trading is safe
and simultaneous (two users on different chains can
initiate two relevant transactions, which will either be
executed together on both or none books).
3. Cross-chain oracle issues: In some cases, a chain
(e.g., chain A) may be dependent on the condition

This set of contracts is divided into two categories:
1) The first category is the business logic of the
Ludos platform, which includes digital asset
distribution, game crowdfunding, decentralized
exchange, incentive systems, etc.

of another chain (chain B). Therefore, chain A must
be able to obtain all related conditions from chain B.

2) The second category is game logic templates

A blockchain must possess the ability to read and

and numerical models for modular development of

verify information and events from another chain.

blockchain games.

4. Asset encumbrance: In some cases, assets on
both chains must be locked at the same timewherein
the mechanism is similar to collateral or court-

The implementation of the Ludos Protocol is mainly
represented by sets of elaborate smart contracts

enforced seizure.

written in Solidity. These sets of smart contracts

5. General cross-chain smart contracts: For example,

registry contract (Registry Smart Contract) that is

digital assets on chain B must be distributed

must be widely multiplexed and updatable using a
designed to track versions. Meanwhile, Ludos will

according to the game results on chain A.

use the “abstract smart contract layer” to implement

Many difficulties can be encountered in cross-chain

have a sealing contract, and the sealing contract will

technology. However, trustless asset transfer across
blockchains can be achieved at the expense of some
degree of efficiency in the verification of cross-chain
SPVs.

11

and upgrade the contract code. All contracts will
always be pointed to the latest version of the code.
Previous versions of the contracts will be mapped to
a control contract, and they can be accessed directly
if necessary.
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All Ludos agreements will be registered in the

3. IPFS returns the hash of the uploaded content.

registry contract.
4. The DApp sends the returned hash to the smart
3.5.2 Front-end DApp

contract factory.

Ludos DApp will be an open-source React
application or JavaScript application. DApp will
interact with the Ethereum network, the IPFS
network, and the index server.
DApp will provide a user-friendly smart contract
interface for realizing functions such as digital asset
distribution, game crowdfunding, and decentralized

5. The smart contract factory generates the digital
asset and saves it and then returns a txid.

6. The DApp will monitor this unfinished transaction
and notify the user after the transaction is finalized.

exchanges on the Ludos blockchain. The Ludos
DApp will use js-Ipfs to interact with the IPFS

Dapp

network and web3.js to interact with the Ethereum
network through a wallet client such as MetaMask.

Ludos will encourage developers to write better
DApps based on Ludos’s contracts.

A game developer creates a new game digital asset
by creating a game asset contract. However, the
data of game assets is usually very large and should
be stored in an IPFS network instead of being
recorded on smart contracts. The process for this is
as follows:

3.5.3 Index Server
The index server is an open-source, server-side
application that continuously reads the latest contract
information in the registry contract, obtains the files
and data of relevant smart contracts from the IPFS
network, and indexes the data cache to decrease the

1. Developers connect to the Ludos DApp (typically

search processing time and realize the conditional

a developer platform).

filtering of the DApp.
The index server is critical to network expandability.

2. The DApp generates a JSON object containing

Ludos’s index server provides basic search and

all kinds of metadata (the style is explained below)

filtering functions for the platform.

by interacting with developers. The DApp will verify

Ludos encourages developers to fork the source

whether this JSON object complies with the Ludos’s

code and develop their own efficient and expandable

standard; if so, this JSON object will be uploaded to

blockchain applications.

IPFS.

12
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3.5.4 Oracle System
The oracle is a trustable entity that imports external
information by signing; therefore, it allows the
defined smart contract to react to the undefined
external world. The oracle system is tamperproof,
stable, and auditable, and it offers economic
incentives to ensure its operation.

one oracle cannot guarantee reliability. Therefore,
a solution involving multiple oracles systems, such
as five oracles cooperating together, has been
designed: if the results from three or more oracles
are the same, then the transaction with that result
can be sent to the blockchain, thus disclosing the
result to the smart contracts. A model that consists of
multiple independent oracles is also called an Oracle
Network.
3.5.5 Fair Pseudorandom Number

The core functions of games on the Ludos platform,
In the Ludos system, some functions cannot be

such as purchasing top-ups, purchasing equipment,

decentralized in the early stage, such as centralized

and selling game items and lottery, are run on smart

games in the platform, fiat payment services, certain

contracts. We will continue to develop new features

services provided by our partners, random number

based on different gameplay types. These codes are

services, and cross-platform and cross-game

verifiable and disclosed on the blockchain.

interaction. External data are required to realize
these functions. However, these functions must

Second, random numbers are the core parameter

be involved in Ludos’s decentralized system and

of most games, such as the drop rate of virtual

must interact with Ludos main chain through smart

items, skill damage, defense, trigger probability, or

contracts.

refresh rate of NPCs. Random number calculation

For example, in the fiat payment process, Ludos’s
Peer-to-Peer Payment Protocol is based on a multisignature of smart contracts. After a user spends fiat
for the in-game items, the blockchain itself cannot
know whether the payment is successful or not.
To complete a transaction, therefore, an oracle is
needed to help the blockchain get the payment result
and map that result into a smart contract.

directly affects the fairness of a game and players’
game experience. For deterministic systems such
as blockchains, generating fair random numbers
is difficult. Therefore, Ludos uses Oracle to obtain
authoritative, customized random numbers outside
blockchains.
This process consists of the following steps:
1) A player tops up a game on the Ludos platform to

In most cases, one oracle is enough; however,

starts the game, and the system directly activate the

when dealing with transactions about pricey assets,

corresponding smart contract of the game.

13
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2) Smart contracts record player information and top-

templates, but cannot obtain the inner design of

up information, and the system initiates a request for

these templates. The process is as follows:

a customized pseudorandom number mode to the

Let game G, encrypted template E, key digital

Oracle.

fingerprint C, digital template T, key K. Where:
C:=SHA256(K), E:=Encrypt(K,T), Proof:=Prove(pk,

3) After the Oracle receives the request, it obtains

G, E, C, K,

the data of the customized random number from an

T). Provide <Proof, G, E, C> in plaintext for game

independent authoritative random number service to

developers who use templates. If Verify(vk, G, E, C,

avoid the influence of miners.

Proof) is true, then:
・T must be valid for Game G

4) After obtaining the generated random number,

・E must be obtained by encrypting T

the Oracle brings the data obtained to the Ludos

・C must be SHA256(K)

blockchain network and returns it to the game smart
contract.
5) After the game smart contract verifies the returned
random number and its source, the random number
is converted to the corresponding result. The result
is returned to the user through the event mechanism
of the smart contract.

3.5.6 Zero Knowledge Proof Mechanism
A zero-knowledge proof means that one party
(certifier) proves that a statement is correct to

3.6 .bc Codec Agreement of Recording

another party (verifier) without revealing any

Virtual Items on Blockchain

information other than the statement.

The .bc (dot blockchain) codec is a set of protocols
that allows game designers, graphic designers,

The zkSNARKs algorithm is the most mature one in

musicians, and other virtual content creators to use

non-interactive verification

smart contract to price, attribute, and manage their
works, and to record these data on blockchains.

The zkSNARKs algorithm in Ludos will be mainly
used in two scenarios:

In the future, the Ludos platform will have many

・protection of the privacy in the trading or auction

games that support individual designers and artists

of game assets/accounts/information

in a decentralized way, especially VR-based games

・protection of the intellectual property of game

that need high-quality content producers and

development templates such as numerical design

designers to provide players with fresh and fun 3D
virtual items.

The blokchain game developers can only use these

14
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Designers can post their work via a .bc codec

Meanwhile, a mechanism that allows token holders

protocol to the Ludos platform and set prices,

to reach a solution by voting also exists. Two

payment methods, properties, and background

solutions are offered:

stories freely. Digital works are uniquely recorded on

Increase the tap value

the blockchain.

Initiate self-destruction of the smart contract
permanently (more precisely, it starts the Withdrawal

3.7 DAICO Protocol

Mode, and the remaining LUD Tokens can be

3.7.1 Implementation of DAICO

withdrawn to coin holders pro rata)

A DAICO contract is issued by a development team
that needs to raise funds. A DAICO contract first

Both solutions can be initiated with a majority vote

needs a Contribution Mode to specify a mechanism:

(e.g.: yes - no - absent / 6 > 0). Note that you cannot

everyone can contribute LUD Tokens to the contract

lower the tap value by voting. Owners can voluntarily

and get the corresponding tokens. Capped Sales,

lower the tap value, but they cannot unilaterally

Uncapped Sales, Dutch Auction, Interactive Token

increase the tap value.

Releases, KYC-dynamic Cap Sales or customized
sales plans designed by the team are all supported.

The purpose of this is to give the development team

After the contribution phase, no more LUD Tokens

a reasonable but not too high monthly budget.

can be contributed. The initial token balance will be
set, and the token can be traded later.

If the team continues to demonstrate its capabilities,
the budget can be increased by voting. If voters are

At the end of the contribution phase, the contract

dissatisfied with the team’s development progress,

has a main state variable: tap (unit: go/sec; go is

they can close the DAICO and get back their funds.

the Ludos currency system’s minimum unit), with
an initial value of zero. Tap determines the amount

3.7.2 Security

that the development team can withdraw from the

Any voting system can experience 51% attacks,

contract per second. It is implemented as follows:

bribery, and other defects. Any ICO has the potential
of having an irresponsible team, or of the project

tap: num(go / sec)

simply being a scam. In DAICO, these risks are

lastWithdrawn: timestamp

minimized by colluding the developers and voters.

# initialized by the end time of contribution

51% attack to increase tap: Honest developers
can spontaneously lower tap, or not withdraw extra

@public def withdraw():
send(self.owner, (block.timestamp - self.
lastWithdrawn) * self.tap)

funds
51% attack to self-destruct contract: Honest
developers can release another DAICO

self.lastWithdrawn = block.timestamp
@private def modify_tap(new_tap: num(go / sec)):

Note that there are two potential 51% attacks:

self.withdraw()

1) Send funds to a third party

self.tap = new_tap

2) Reducing the tap value and locking the funds
permanently in the contract.
These two kinds of attack are allowed in the system.

15
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3.7.3 Other Potential Implements

4.1.2 Game Crowdfunding and ICO

1) Set the tap value to USD / sec ( dollars per

Reputable game developers can issue and presell

second)

in-game tokens and initiate ICO to obtain funds and
resources.

2) Use other cryptocurrencies instead of LUD Tokens
to raise funds.

The chaos of ICOs is generally well known. Ludos
opposes that game developers abuse raised funds

3) Try other mechanisms instead of simple voting.

and do not provide enough information on their
development progress. Ludos also opposes that

IV. Productions Based on
Ludos Protocol

opportunists sell tokens in the secondary market in
the early stages, which makes subsequent investors
have bad expectations from a project.

4.1 Global Ecology for Blockchain
Game Investment and Incubation

Ludos believes that the blockchain itself is the

Game developers can announce game projects

1) Smart-contract-based DAICO effectively limits

on the Ludos platform, initiate ICO, raise early

the actions of game developers, forcing them to

development funds, and ensure users’ participation

use funds reasonably and disclose development

from an early stage. Developers with user support

progress and codes regularly.

answer to this problem:

can easily develop and distribute their own games.
2) Smart contract locking and automatic release
mechanisms regulates investors’ behaviors by not
only protecting investors’ interest, but also forcing
them to make a long-term commitment.

4.2 Virtual Asset Certification
The Ludos platform uses smart contracts to uniquely
certify the various virtual assets in the game, such
The Ludos platform is dedicated to creating an

as game items, skin, and pets. For example, the

environment where every developer can survive,

formerly popular Ethereum game “Ethercat” is

grow, and succeed.

essentially a “nonfungible token” that uses the

The Ludos platform complies with Ethereum founder

ERC721 protocol. Every Ethercat has a unique

Vitalik’s DAICO mode.

gene, and each kitten and its progenies are unique.

4.1.1 Game Digital Assets and Currency Issuance
Like ERC20 and ERC721 in the Ethereum
community, Ludos can support the one-click
publication of both fungible and non-fungible digital
assets.
16

In essence, each Ethercat is a unique code on the
blockchain platform, so there are no two cats with
the exact same appearance and characteristics.
Furthermore, each ERC721 has a unique tokenid,
such as cats’ IDs in CryptoKitties.
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Ludos will store all types of virtual game assets in

A separate piece of equipment of a game might be

the underlying blockchain via smart contracts. Every

valuable to investors.

kind of utility of a digital asset has a unique contract
protocol. Additionally, every digital asset has its own

When players decide to invest in another game, they

unique smart contract, which everybody and content

can also refund their digital assets from one game

description file can refer to. Via smart contracts,

on the exchange and then purchase new assets for

every digital asset can be certified.

the new game to achieve a seamless migration to
the new game.

4.3 Decentralized Game Digital
Asset Trading Ecology
4.3.1. Purchase of game currency
The game currency of certain games will be treated
as a digital asset and recorded on the blockchain.
The total amount of game currency can be either
increased at a reasonable rate or kept constant. All
transactions can be settled on the blockchain, and
all transaction records can be reviewed and kept

Ludos’s decentralized exchange technology uses
a combination of off-chain, high-frequency order
matching and on-chain settlement. Ludos will not
host the users’ digital assets, thus ensuring both the
user experience and security.

4.4 Decentralized Game Achievements
and Ranking

traceable and tamperproof.

Ludos helps game operators on the platform

4.3.2. In-game asset transactions

achievement and ranking award protocol LRAP

The key asset of a game must be recorded on

(the Ludos Ranking & Achievements Protocol).

blockchains. However, other items, such as in-game

Therefore, each game can implement its own rules

weapons and in-game gold coins can be traded

in accordance with this agreement.

establish an open, transparent ranking system and

in a centralized manner. This trading needs to be
regularly packaged, and the hash values need to be

4.4.1 LUD ID System

stored on the Ludos blockchain.

The wallet address of each Ludos platform

The combination of on-chain settlement and off-

participant will automatically become each

chain, high-frequency trading ensures both the

participant’s unique ID and credentials. Unlike in

performance of the game and the efficiency of the

the Ethereum network, Ludos's wallet address will

main chain..

have real-name authentication, recoverability, and

4.3.3. Cross-game asset trading

permission customization.

Ludos’s decentralized game exchange integrates

4.4.2 Prize Pool, Ranking and Achievement Incentive

all digital assets based on the Ludos blockchain

Agreement

and provides a secondary market in a user-friendly

Games will have transparent prize pools based on

manner to ensure liquidity.

smart contracts. Achievements and ranking values
will be inputted via Oracle and will automatically

Digital assets of different games were originally

trigger the reward mechanism to facilitate the

isolated. Ludos’s decentralized exchange will

distribution of corresponding digital assets.

provide these assets with liquidity and market value.
17
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4.5 Decentralized Incentive Ecology
Unlike other platforms (Steam, Origin, GOG and

Ludos’s development.

4.6 Artist Community

etc.), Ludos offers a groundbreaking incentive and

4.6.1 Copyright Certification on Blockchain

multi-level recommendation system that allows

Ludos supports one-click operations based on

players to earn revenue from gameplay and social

the .bc codec protocol for artists to be certified on

activities as well as to earn commissions from

blockchain.

payments made by other players. By joining Ludos,

4.6.2 Auction and Sharing of Usufruct

developers will reduce their marketing expenses and

Decentralized trading and sharing of usufruct based

earn additional revenue from games on the platform.

on smart contracts and multiple signature wallets.
The platform will allow third-party witnesses to

Ludos will reward users and developers who

participate in the establishment of multiple-signature

contributed and are contributing to the platform

wallets. Any two sides of the three parties signing

in the form of tokens. The definitions for platform

the transaction will complete the trade or sharing

contributors and the rewards they might receive are

of a digital asset. If a dispute arises, the third-party

as follows:

witness will be introduced to mediate disputes in

1). Highly active users: 10% of the daily token

a reasonable manner. The witnesses can also

consumption

obtain corresponding LUD Tokens as rewards and

2). Agency user and room host: When a new user

incentives.

who was introduced to the platform by an agency

4.6.3 Evaluation

user becomes a highly active user, the agency user

With the increase in the popularity of artists’ works,

will receive a token reward

artists will be rewarded with DLV tokens, which will

3). A high-quality game developer: Token rewards

indirectly affect their influence and identity level on

will be issued to game developers who provide high-

Ludos’s platform.

quality games
4). Users helping game developers to initiate ICO
will also be rewarded with tokens
5). Candy reward: The platform will issue tokens
regularly to users and developers as a mark of
appreciation for their support of the platform

4.7 Ludos Developer Community
Ludos will provide game developers with SDK/API
that is compatible with all major platforms as well
as a wide range of technical support options and
solutions.

Ludos will build a gaming community, livestreaming

Ludos will support a wide range of games on Android

platform, and content-publishing platform. Ludos

/ iOS / Unity / Oculus / HTC Vive / HTML / Windows

is dedicated to integrating existing participants in

/ MacOS. Ludos will also invite developers around

the gaming industry, such as outstanding analysts,

the world to realize Game 2.0 and the revolution of

KOLs, and e-sports broadcasters and motivate

blockchains.

contributors of this ecosystem in a decentralized way

Ludos will reward outstanding developers with LUD

to make great games stand out and to bring about

Tokens and DLV tokens. Incentive mechanisms

the cluster effect. Ludos will try to make it possible

and details will be designed and voted in the Ludos

for all Ludos platform participants to benefit from

community.

18
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V. Ludos Decentralized Game
Incentive Mechanism

by using the corresponding digital assets in online

5.1 Ecological participants

Ludos's ICO activities will comply with the DAICO

Ludos’s ecology is open to any practitioners,

Protocol to protect investors’ interests.

games.

investors, and gamers. Everyone can participate in
advancing the game industry toward a new era by

5.1.4 Artist

contributing value to the community.

Artist groups that continue to inspire the Ludos
platform include graphic designers, 3D designers,

Participants’ roles can be categorized as game

storyline designers, and numerical design experts.

developers, game publishers, Ludos communities,

Ludos will use token incentives to attract artists in a

investors, artists, gamers, analysts, communicators,

decentralized way.

and other service providers.
Every work will be certified by the Ludos chain to
5.1.1 Game Developers

ensure that the ultimate ownership of the work

Tr a d i t i o n a l g a m e d e v e l o p e r s w h o e m b r a c e

always belongs to the artist. Game developers can

blockchain technology or individuals with game

pay using corresponding LUD Tokens for the artwork

planning and R&D capabilities use the Ludos

created by artists; all transactions will be conducted

platform to decentralize game products and bring

on smart contracts using multi-signature wallet

about iterative and commercial transformation.

technology.

5.1.2 Ludos Community

5.1.5 Gamers

The Ludos community includes:

All regular game players who participate in the Ludos

A platform founding team
A marketing team
A developer community
A decentralized live platform
A decentralized game digital asset exchange
5.1.3 Investors
Investors can participate in the game ICO on Ludos
platform.
Game developers launch ICOs by issuing game
digital assets and tokens, and investors invest in
LUD Tokens and acquire corresponding game digital
assets.
Digital assets will be traded on Ludos exchanges.
Investors can convert them into other digital assets
or become gamers to get the early-bird advantage
19

platform will be recognized as gamers.
Gaming is mining. Any game activity by a player will
be considered a contribution to the entire ecology,
and LUD Tokens will be given to players with the
Proof of Activity (POA) consensus. Ordinary players
can top up LUD Tokens to purchase exclusive digital
assets for games on the platform or to trade assets
freely on a decentralized exchange.
Gamers will automatically get a unique ID for the
whole platform. Gamers can review their current
digital assets in the Ludos wallet, including both
fungible (e.g., game currency) and non-fungible
assets (e.g., game equipment or character skins).
5.1.6 Game Analyst
Ordinary gamers can switch to the analyst role by
publishing and assessing articles and scoring games.
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The contents and opinions generated by analysts will

StateChannel and sidechains (based on root

also be reviewed by the entire community.

contracts)

Excellent assessment articles/ideas for improvement
will lead to a decent amount of LUD Tokens and DLV
token benefits for the analyst.
5.1.7 Communicators

Interaction among smart contracts (changes in
status), such as sending of tokens and hash updates
of sidechain status

This category including platform introducers and

2) Circulation

game content makers.

In the Ludos ecology, all expenses such as

・Platform introducer

advertising fees, purchase of games, and creation of

Existing users who introduce new players to the

games will be priced by LUD. LUD Token will function

Ludos platform will be rewarded with LUD Tokens via

as a natural trading medium for decentralized trading

Proof of Number consensus.

scenarios of digital assets and issued tokens based

・Game Searcher

on the Ludos blockchain.

Game searchers will introduce new gamers to a

3) Voting

game by endorsing the game, generating relevant

Governance rules, polling activities in the community,

content, inventing new gameplay, and even doing

and the selection of coins listed on exchangesaccept

advertising.

LUD Token as a voting certificate.

The game searchers will earn promotion profits via

Ludos's wallet app is able to help lock tokens,

smart contracts. Income from players referred by the

enabling users to vote anywhere at any time.

searcher will be returned to the searcher at a certain
percentage. Promotion profits will stack up to five

4) Participate in DAICO

levels at most.

Game developers can launch DAICO based on

5.1.8 Other service providers

and donate LUD Tokens to the relevant address to

Other service providers involved in the construction

get a token or a virtual item asset that can be used

and maintenance of the Ludos platform include

in future games. This process is similar to using

customer service, operators of the exchange and live

Ethereum eth on the Ethereum network to participate

platforms, bug finders, game consultants, etc..

in ICO and obtain the ERC20 token.

5.2 LUD Token Design
Ludos will initially issue 10 billions LUD Tokens.
5.2.1 Function
1) Transaction fee
Any operation that causes a status change in the

LUD Tokens. Participants will need to purchase

5.2.2 Level 2 Token DLV
The role of the DLV will be similar to Alipay’s Sesame
Credit, and its design principles will be as follows:
DLV holders will receive LUD as a fixed income on a
regular basis

Ludos blockchain will be charged a transaction fee in

DLV cannot be freely transferred between accounts

the form of an LUD Token. For examples:

LUDs can be locked to get the corresponding DLV

Sending LUD Tokens between accounts

DLV unlocking to LUD takes 90days, gradually released
DLV cannot be traded freely on the exchange

Creating smart contracts, including establishing
20

DLV represents the user's credit and influence on
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Ludos platform. Users holding DLV will automatically

incentive. The Ludos system will enter a new stage

receive more equity and related benefits.

of slow inflation. The inflation rate will be controlled

The amount of DLV acquisition depends on the
various operations and behaviors of the users in the
ecosystem. The specific calculation method is as
follows:
We use the

within 10% at the beginning of the year and will
decrease until 1% percent in 10 years. The total
number of LUD Tokens will eventually be stabilized
at around 15 billion..

amount of DLV to represent

:Used to measure behavioral actions
throughout the ecosystem
:Used to measure the number of transactions in
the entire ecosystem
:Used to measure the total amount of
transactions in the entire ecosystem
:Used to measure the frequency of interactions
between the entire ecosystem and other ecological
roles

5.3.1 Design Concept
Everyone who contributes to the Ludos ecosystem
will receive the appropriate number of LUDs as a
reward. Good behavior will be encouraged, and evil
behavior may be punished. The development of the
platform’s ecosystem will lead to the higher demand

:Used to measure reviews from other roles in

of LUD tokens and higher value of corresponding

the ecosystem

LUD Tokens. All LUD holders will benefit from the
development of the platform.
For the relevant scale factor, the

adjustment will be based on community feedback

5.3.2 Allocation Plan of Incentive Ecology
After the launch of Ludos’s main network:

5.3 Ludos Incentive System
Before Ludos’s main network is launched, LUD
tokens based on the ERC20 standard will be
circulated within the community. The incentive
system will use a portion of pre-mined 10 billion
LUD tokens. After the launch of the Ludos main
network, LUD tokens will be mapped to the main
network one by one. Meanwhile, the mining reward
and verification reward will be activated. The ecology
system will also use coins from the newly produced
block (accounting for 70% of the total block) as
21

20% of the rewards from producing new blocks will
be given to miners or validators.
Additionally, 10% of the rewards will be distributed to
DLV holders.
The remaining 70% will be used as an incentive
mechanism in the prize pool. Each module of Ludos
will have its own prize pool, and the funds of the
main pool will flow into each sub-pool at a certain
rate.
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rewarded:
When more than 2/3 of the total nodes function
normally, correctly producing blocks will get a
reward.
When more than 2/3 of the nodes function
normally, a small penalty will be imposed for those
who cannot produce blocks properly.
When fewer than 2/3 of the nodes function
normally, those who do not create new blocks
properly will face severe penalties.
The penalty amount will be proportional to the
percentage of malicious nodes.
2) DLV Holder
The initial proportion of each sub-pool is designed as
below:
Decentralized gaming		

25%

Developer community			

15%

Content maker(artist)community

10%

Ranking and acheivement rewards

30%

Game crowd-funding/ICOs		

5%

Incentivized advertisement		

10%

Other				

5%

It will be difficult to use smart contracts to realize
dynamic adjustments. Therefore, at the beginning
of Ludos’s development, the Ludos community will
reveal an update plan every month for the whole
community to vote on.
5.3.3 Specific Details of Incentive Mechanism

DLV will be rewarded based on the Coin Age:
Clear the Coin Age at 0:00 every Monday and
distribute the rewards to this week's DLV holders.
Calculate the reward based on the holder’s ratio
of the Coin Age to the total Coin Age this week.
3) Game Distribution Platform
Participation in or promotion of game sales on the
Ludos platform will receive points, and the reward
will be decided according to the points earned:
When players purchase games, players will get
10 points and developers will get 5 points
If players purchase games through others’
sharing activities, the sharer will get 2 points.

The Ludos committee will set different reward
mechanisms for each prize pool, and users will be

Effective reviews will be awarded 3 points.

able to trigger multiple encouragement mechanisms
in one scenario. Ludos will periodically reveal an
update plan for the community to vote on.
1) Miners and Validators
Maintaining the smooth operation of the Ludos
blockchain and achieving consensus will be
22

Rewards will be distributed to users according
to the ratio of points earned each day to the total
number of points of all users on the platform that
day.
Rewards will be calculated and distributed from
the game prize pool daily.
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4) Crowdfunding and DAICO
DAICO projects will have their own prize pool.
Game developers who launch DAICO and users
who participate in DAICO will both be rewarded.
Developers whose project development keeps up
with their plans will receive a reward.
Participants of referenda initiated by a certain
project team will be rewarded.
5) Developer Community
Participating in the usual activities of the Ludos
Council and designing superstructures will be
rewarded.
Participating in Ludos’s technical development
will be rewarded if the code is utilized.
Specific development projects will have individual
prize pools.
For specific development projects, the reward
mechanism will be designed by the projects’
management committees.

Recommending the Ludos platform and getting
valid users to register will earn 5 points per person.
Sharing the game in a specified way will earn 1 to
3 points.
Sharing articles in a specified way will earn 3
points per instance.
10 points will be given for turning on ad mode (for
a minimum of one month).
1 point per hour will be given to users who keep
ad mode on and log in to the platform.
Rewards will be calculated daily. The number of
rewards a user receives will be equal to the portion,
which is the number of points that the user earned
divided by the total points all the users earned.
7) Rankings and Achievements
Outstanding players in games and players who
get rare achievements and high rankings will be
awarded points.
Rankings and achievements for higher-weight
games will have a higher bonus.
Among the top 100 users in a rank, the “n”th user

The initiation and prize pool distribution of specific
projects will be decided by projects’ management
committees via voting.
6) Promotion and Advertising
The advertisers will pay LUD Tokens to the Ludos
platform, and the platform will distribute the ads
to target customers based on their behavior data.
Watching ads, bringing new users, and extending the
influence of Ludos will earn points. The points will be
calculated as follows:

23

will receive (100× 0.7^n × game weight) points.
Achievements will be calculated in a way similar
to that for ranking, instead of the rules determined by
games themselves.Rewards will be calculated daily.
The number of rewards a user receives will be
equal to the portion, which is the number of points
that users earned divided by the total number of
points all the users earned.
The reward was settled daily.
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8) Content Community

entities (e.g., people, other organizations, and

Generation of high-quality content such as

machines). These protocols exist in the form of

evaluations/artworks will earn points based on other

contracts and internal rules, formal or informal

users’ feedback:

agreements, guidelines, processes, and procedures.

5 points for posting effective (e.g., game
assessment) articles.
1 point for posting effective comments.
0.5 points for effective discuss in the effective
comment. The author of the effective comment will
earn 0.5 points, and the author of the article will earn
0.5 points.
5 points for discovering new contents (first

In general, this guidebook specifies the distinct
responsibilities for different organizational entities
(such as management, employees, and owners),
property rights, payments, and other elements
of organizational operations. They also define
relationships with entities such as third parties,
suppliers, customers, government agencies, and
other stakeholders.

commenter).
According to users’ number of points that week,

In the ecosystem of distributed asset management,

rewards will be distributed from the prize pool

we need automated protocols written on blockchain-

according to the proportion of the total number of

based smart contracts that are open, secure, and

points in the module divided by all user’s points.

can provide accountability and transparency. In
addition, each party can be confident that the

Real-time content, including livestreaming
content, will be rewarded daily based on popularity.

promise will be truly preserved. Therefore, we have
established a governance model for distributed asset
management in combination with blockchain smart

9) Other
Outstanding players— players who get rare

contracts and centralized management.”
—— Three Rights Distributive Organization

achievements and leaders in rankings—will earn
points, which will be converted into rewards：
EXTERNAL

Participants who benefit Ludos’s game
developers, such as by providing operations and

INTERNAL

promotion services, will also earn points and
rewards.

External

Finally, participants who are responsible for other
key aspects of the normal operation of the platform,
such as customer service, transaction witness, bug
discovery, etc., will earn points and rewards.

VI, Governance
“We need to think about what an organization is.
From a structural point of view, an organization
is a set of protocols between different actors and
24

The fundamental goal of the governance concept
of the “three-rights decentralized organization” is to
form a trustless and decentralized game ecology.

Organization 01
Game Developer
Organizations (or individuals) with game design and
development capabilities can initiate crowdfunding
and properly utilize the funds raised to design and
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operate games.

VII, Essential Team Members

Organization 02
Player Community
Ordinary players and potential audiences. The player
community should supervise game developers to
properly use the funds raised.

Organization 03
Developer and Artist Community
Infrastructure R&D and ecological maintainers.

Rick Zhu / Legal Consultant
Columbia University, Master of Law.
Mr. Zhu served as the senior legal advisor at

Note that every type of organization is decentralized

ExxonMobil Investment Co., Ltd. He taught

to balance with each other. Because switching

programming languages and other courses in

among organizations is possible, inter-organizational

multiple universities. He provides professional

consensus could be realized after consensus is

consulting and compliance services for the project.

reached within an organization. The switch among
organizations allows resources to be utilized at their
full value during governance. Consensus within
and among organizations ensures the efficiency,
effectiveness, and security of the system. The
governance model might shift to DAO after TPS of
the Ludos blockchain reaches millions.
The Ludos Protocol's “three-power separation”
governance model relies on blockchain smart

Marry Meng / Scientist of Security and

contracts as well as on centralized organizations

Data Privacy

(individuals). The Ludos governance model is

Boston University, Ph.D. in Cryptography.

between distributed autonomous organizations
(DAO) and centralized organizations.

Having worked at Microsoft Research, Apple, and
Amazon, Mr. Meng started researching Bitcoin
and blockchains in 2010. He has researched
cryptographic protocols in the cloud-computing
environment as well as related technologies for
blockchain and cryptocurrency since then. He
deeply dedicates himself to the data privacy and the
development of privacy enhancement technologies
when storing large amounts of data in trustless
environments.
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Related Articles:
Top-k Query Processing on Encrypted Databases
with Strong Security Guarantees
NED: An Inter-Graph Node Metric based on Edit
Distance
GRECS: Approximate Shortest Distance Queries
on Encrypted Graphs
Privacy-Preserving Similarity Evaluation of Time
Series Data,
Computational Fuzzy Extractors

Evan Zhang / Co-Founder
Member of the Millennials 100 of U.S.-China.
Boston University, Master of Mathematical Finance.
Graduated with honors from University of WisconsinMadison, Mr. Zhang obtained bachelor’s degrees in
economics, applied mathematics, and finance.
Mr. Zhang has many years of experience on Wall
Street. He served as an analyst at Citibank IBD
and as a senior analyst at SFA. He currently works
as a manager at Starr Strategic Holdings. He has

Tai Jin / Co-Founder

unique insights into cross-border capital operations
in primary and secondary markets, and extensive

Carnegie Mellon University, Bachelor of Science,

investment experience in TMT, gaming and financial

Business Administration / Finance.

services industries. He participated in over $1 billion

Investment Analyst, Senior Blockchain Investor.

cross-border M&A deals. Currently, Mr. Zhang is
committed to strategic investment in the blockchain

Mr. Jin worked as a senior investment analyst at

field.

ZhenFund. He is committed to investment analysis
in the fields of internet and blockchain, and has
extensive investment experience and unique
insights in blockchain, gaming, and AI. Mr. Jin is
also experienced in fund-raising, industrial research,
investment strategies, and blockchain project
operation.

Joe Meng / Co-Founder
Peking University, Master of Software Engineering.
Blockchain Developer, Full Stack Engineer, Senior
Gamer and Developer
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Mr. Meng was formerly a researcher in the field
of artificial intelligence and sensor networks at
Microsoft Research Asia and a core developer of
music card games under KLab Co., Ltd. (listed on
the Tokyo Stock Exchange). He developed one of
the top three game products in the Japanese App
Store—Lovelive. Mr. Meng has rich experience in
blockchain consulting and project incubation. He is
dedicated to research on blockchain implementation
technology and trustless systems.

Hoshino Joy / Co-founder
As one of the early participants in the blockchain
industry, Miss Joy began to focus on blockchain
technology in 2014 and developed strategic layouts
for investment worldwide. She participated in
strategic consulting for several blockchain projects.
Miss Joy served in the finance industry for eight
years. Her areas of expertise include banking,
trust funds, and investment. She is responsible for
designing strategic plans and investment projects,
integrating resources, and managing investments.

Kevin Zhang / Operation Director
UC Irvine, Bachelor of Computer Science.
Mr. Zhang worked at Blizzard Entertainment as a
game developer for the development of Overwatch,
which is the company's core product.
As the funder of a start-up company EZAR, he led
the development and operation of a choice making
App, and successfully raised nearly 1 million USD as

Peng / Leader of Project Management

angel investment. He has extensive experience in

Early participants / researcher in the internet and

overseas project operation, and is familiar with global

blockchain industry.

market development, product analysis and customer
acquisition.

Mr. Peng worked at Rakuten, Inc. as a senior project
manager for the design and development of the EC
site's warehouse and transportation system. He
also worked at Nomura Holdings, Inc. as a leader
of trading system development and security expert.
Mr. Peng has practical experience in management
of trading systems, big data, and cloud computingrelated development projects.
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Sakamoto Yui / Director of Public Relations

Alex Wang / Marketing Director

Bachelor of Marketing, Nagoya University.

Master of Business Administration, Keio University.
Winner of Glodman Sachs Scholarship and Cool

Miss Yu worked at リッチメディア Co., Ltd. She is

Japan Honor from Japan’s government.

a senior media practitioner, with rich resources and
relationships in Japan’s media industry. Miss Yui

As the founder of Hongkong HuaheJiekong Co.,Ltd.,

has years of experience in community public relation

Mr. Wang once worked as the Marketing director of

management. Miss Yui shifted to blockchains in 2017

Japan Recruit Co.,Ltd. in the Great China. Alex has

and is dedicated to project incubation, mergers and

dedicated himself to the media industry for more

acquisitions, and marketing.

than 5 years, especially in the Animation Comic
Game (ACG) field. With rich experience in operating
transnational business projects with MNCs such as
Alibaba, Tencent, Ctrip and etc., Mr. Wang has deep
insights into Sino-Japanese business operations.

Fenny Wang / Senior Game Engineer
Master of Computer Science, Beijing University of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
Mr. Wang worked for the Japanese game company
Gumi Co., Ltd. He designed and developed many
popular mobile games. Mr. Wang conducted in-depth
research on blockchain technology for many years,
and has practical experience in its application.
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VIII. Advisory Committee

community since 2013.
Mr. Tian is also an advisor to multiple blockchain
tech startups such as IOST, DATA, Hydro, and more.

Gregory Wornell / Technical Advisor
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computing
and Director of the Signal, Information and

Peter Du / Advisor

Algorithms Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of

Famous angel investor and outstanding entrepreneur

Technology

of the 90’s. "King of Show Hand".

Prof. Wornell is a world-class expert in information

With his own insight and enthusiasm on the

technology and information processing. He

b l o c k c h a i n t e c h n o l o g y, M r. Ts u b a s a h o d l e d

participated in many important projects in the fields

enormous amount of IOTA for over three years,

of signal processing, information security, network

which brings him a more than 10,000 times revenue.

communication, and statistical algorithms. In

He believes that vision, ambition, and aspiration are

addition, Prof. Wornell has a close relationship to the

the cornerstones of technology.

industry.
Related papers:
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions
/7217238_Gregory_W_Wornell

Jia Tian / Blockchain Scientist
AI industry veteran and former Senior Developer at
Baidu and Alibaba.
Currently serves as the Chief Scientist at BitFund.
PE, a bitcoin fund which was founded by Xiaolai Li
and has been dedicated to supporting the bitcoin
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Lily Wan / Operations and Capital
Formation Advisor
MBA, Yale University
Miss Wan is a partner at a well-known global
blockchain fund, and she has invested in several
top tier crypto projects. Prior to entering the crypto
space, she has years of VC and startup advisory
experience in the US and China with successful
exits. Most recently she was the investment principal
of Blue Ivy Ventures, a Yale alumni venture fund.
Previously she also worked in prime brokerage and
investment banking in the US at Goldman Sachs and
Merrill Lynch.
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IX. Investors and Partners

Zixuan Zhang / Senior Blockchain Expert
Master of Distributed Networks, University of
Pennsylvania
Mr. Zhang was one of the key developers of the
Ethereum Virtual Machine, and he was responsible
for the research and development of the second
version of EVM. He has conducted in-depth studies
on the compilation and implementation of smart
contract and related technologies such as LLVM
and WASM. He has worked for the Rebo Lab and
Bridgewater Fund.
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X. Roadmap

Tokens is participating in these activities based on
his or her own knowledge of Ludos and LUD Tokens.

August 2017
Project Starts

Without prejudice to the universality of the foregoing,
participants will accept LUD Tokens as they are
after the Ludos project is launched, regardless of

April 2018

technical specifications, parameters, performance,

Ludos Fund founded

or features.

2018 Q2

The Ludos Platform hereby expressly disclaims and

Ludos starts financing

refuses to accept the following responsibilities:

2018 Q3
Ludos wallet and test network launched

Anyone who violates any country’s anti-money
laundering, counter-terrorism financing, or other
regulatory requirements when purchasing a LUD

2018 Q4
Ludos blockchain and map ERC20 token
2019 Q1
Multi-sidechain concept tested
Decentralized exchange launched
2019 Q2
Decentralized distribution platform and wallet that
supports multi-sidechain launched
2019 Q3
Multi-sidechain solution and BaaS system
launched
2019 Q4
Consensus mechanism of Ludos blockchain switched
to PoS
2020 ～
Continuous development of Ecosystem

Token;

Anyone who violates any of the representations,
warranties, obligations, promises, or other
requirements set forth in this white paper when
purchasing a LUD Token, and the resulting inability
to pay or the inability to extract LUD Token;

The LUD Token public sale plan was abandoned
for any reason;

Ludos’s development failed or was postponed,
leading to a failure to deliver LUD Tokens or to a
delayed delivery;

Faults, errors, defects, crashes, rollbacks, or hard

XI. Disclaimer

forks in the original code of Ethereum or related

With the exception of the contents clearly mentioned

blockchains, leading to platform failures;

in this whitepaper, the Ludos platform will not makes
any representations or warranties to Ludos or LUD
Token (especially for its merchantability and specific
functionality). Anyone involved in the LUD Token
public offering program and the purchase of LUD
32

Use of funds raised from public sale;
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Any participant who has disclosed, lost, or
destroyed the wallet private key of the digital

before deciding whether to participate in this public
offering.

cryptocurrency or token;
Buyers of every LUD Token should pay special
LUD Token’s breach of contract, violation,
infringement, collapse, libel, termination or
suspension of service, fraud, misuse, misconduct,
error, negligence, bankruptcy, liquidation, dissolution,
or closure;

Anyone who trades or speculates in LUD Tokens;

a t t e n t i o n t o t h e f a c t t h a t a l t h o u g h L u d o s ’s
development and operations entities were
established in Tokyo, Japan, both Ludos and LUD
Token exist only within the cyber virtual space, do
not have any tangible presence, and therefore do not
belong to or involve any particular country.
Participation in this open sale plan should be a wellthought-out decision-making action. The purchaser
will be regarded to have fully known and agreed to

LUD Tokens are listed or delisted on any

accept the following risks:

exchange;
1) Termination of the public sale plan
LUD Token is classified or considered by any
government, competent authority, or public agency
to be a currency, securities, commercial paper,
negotiable instrument, investment, or other thing
that is subject to prohibition, regulatory, or legal
restrictions;

This LUD Token public sale plan may be terminated
early, at which point the purchaser may be subject to
fluctuations in the price of Bitcoin/Ether.
Ludoss’ development and operations team may
provide only a partial refund of the amount paid.
2) Insufficient information provided
As of the publication of this white paper, Ludos is

Any risk factors disclosed in this white paper, and

still in the development phase, and its philosophy,

any damages, losses, claims, liabilities, penalties,

consensus mechanisms, algorithms, code, and other

costs, or other negative effects associated with,

technical details and parameters may be updated

resulting from, or consequential with such risk

and changed frequently and frequently. Although

factors.

this white paper contains the latest key information
from Ludos, it is not absolutely complete and will

XII. Risk statement
Ludos’s development and operations team believes
that there are numerous risks in the development,
maintenance, and operation of Ludos, many of which
are beyond the control of Ludos’ development and
operations team. In addition to the rest of this white
paper, each LUD Token purchaser should carefully
read, understand, and consider the risks listed below
33

be adjusted and updated by Ludos’s development
and operations team from time to time for specific
purposes. Ludos’s development and operations team
is incapable. It is not obligated to inform participants
of every detail in Ludos’s development, including its
progress and expected milestones, whether delayed
or not, and therefore cannot necessarily give
buyers timely and sufficient access to information
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generated from time to time in the course of Ludos’s

incorporate new reasonable security measures

development. Insufficient disclosure of information is

where appropriate. The future of cryptography and

inevitable and clean.

security innovation is unpredictable, and Ludos’s
development and operations team will try to cater to

3) Regulatory measures

the changing world of cryptography and security.

Encrypted tokens are being or may be regulated
by the authorities of different countries. Ludos’s

5) Development fails or has to be given up

development and operations teams may receive

Ludos is still in the development phase; it is not a

inquiries, notices, warnings, orders, or rulings from

finished product that is ready to be released at any

one or more authorities from time to time.

time. Because of the technical complexity of Ludos’s
system, Ludos’s development and operations team

Ludos may even be ordered to suspend or terminate

may face unpredictable and/or insurmountable

any action regarding this public sale plan, Ludos’s

difficulties from time to time. Therefore, the

development, or LUD Token. Ludos’s development,

development of Ludos may fail at any time or for any

marketing, promotion, or other aspects as well as

reason (for example, because of a lack of funds).

this public sale plan may therefore be seriously

Development failure or abandonment will cause LUD

affected, hindered, or terminated. As regulatory

Tokens to be delivered to any buyer of this sale plan.

policies are subject to change at any time, existing
regulatory approvals or tolerances for Ludos or this

6) Theft of crowdfunding funds

public offering may be temporary in any country. In

There may be attempts to steal funds from public

various countries, LUD Tokens may be defined as

sales received by the Ludos platform. Such theft

virtual goods, digital assets, or even securities or

or theft attempts may affect the ability of Ludos’s

currencies at any time, so in some countries, LUD

development and operations team to fund Ludos’s

Token may be prohibited from trading or holding in

development. Although Ludos’s development and

accordance with local regulatory requirements.

operations team will adopt cutting-edge technology
solutions to protect the security of crowdfunding,

4) Cryptography

some cyber thefts are still difficult to completely

Cryptography is constantly evolving, and it cannot

prevent.

guarantee absolute security forever. Advances
in cryptography (such as password cracking) or

7) The original code

technological progress

No one can guarantee that Ludos’s original code

(e.g., the invention of quantum computers) may pose

is completely flawless. The code may have certain

a danger to cryptographic-based systems, including

flaws, errors, flaws, and vulnerabilities that may

Ludos. This can lead to any LUD token being stolen,

make it impossible for users to use specific features,

vanished, destroyed, or devalued. Within reasonable

may expose users’ information, or cause other

limits, Ludos’s development and operations team

problems. If such defects are present, Ludos’s

will prepare itself to take preventive or remedial

availability, stability, or security will be compromised,

measures to upgrade Ludos’s underlying agreements

and this will have a negative impact on the value of

to address any advances in cryptography and to

LUD Tokens.
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8) Security weaknesses

11) Unauthorized claim for sale of LUD Token

The Ludos blockchain is based on open-source

Anyone who obtains the purchaser’s registered

software and is a distributed ledger with no

email address or gains access to his or her account

access permissions. Despite the efforts of Ludos’s

by decrypting or cracking the LUD Token purchaser’s

development and operations team and Ludos’s

password will be able to maliciously obtain the LUD

system security, anyone can intentionally or

purchased by the LUD Token purchaser. Accordingly,

unintentionally create weaknesses or defects

the purchaser purchased the LUD Token for sale.

in Ludos’ core infrastructure elements, and
Ludos’s development and operations team cannot

It may be sent incorrectly to anyone who claims a

compensate for failure of the security measures they

LUD Token through the purchaser’s registered email

employ. This may eventually result in the loss of the

address or registered account. Such a delivery is

participant’s LUD Token or other digital tokens.

irrevocable and irreversible. Each LUD Token buyer
should take the following measures to properly

9) “Distributed Denial of Service” attack

maintain the security of his registered email or

Ethereum is designed to be open, and it has no

registered account: (i) use a high-security password;

permitted books. Therefore, Ethereum may suffer

(ii) do not open or reply to any fraudulent email; and

from “distributed denial of service” cyber-attacks

(iii) keep personal information strictly confidential.

from time to time. This type of attack will cause
Ludos’s system to suffer negative effects, stagnation,

12) LUD Token wallet private key

or embarrassment, and as a result, transactions on

Loss or destruction of the private key necessary to

this side may be delayed or written into the block

obtain LUD Tokens is irreversible. The LUD Token

of the Ethereum blockchain, or may even become

can only be manipulated through a local or online

temporarily unavailable.

LUD Token wallet with a unique public and private
key. Each purchaser should keep his or her LUD

10) Insufficient processing capacity

Token wallet private key. If the key is lost, lost,

The rapid development of Ludos will be

compromised, corrupted or stolen, the Ludos’s

accompanied by a sharp increase in trading volume

development and operations team or anyone else

and the need for processing power. If the demand

will be unable to assist the purchaser in obtaining or

for processing power exceeds the load that can be

retrieving the relevant LUD Token.

provided by the nodes within the blockchain network
of Ethereum, Ludos network may collapse or

13) Popularity

stagnate, and fraudulent or erroneous transactions

The value of the LUD Token is highly dependent on

such as “double spending” may occur. In the worst

the popularity of the Ludos platform. Ludos does

case, anyone holding LUD Tokens may be lost, and

not anticipate being popular or universally used

Ethereum blockchain rollbacks or even hard forks

within a very short period after the release. In the

may be triggered. The aftermath of these events will

worst case, Ludos may even be marginalized for

compromise the usability, stability, and security of

a long time, attracting only a small group of users.

Ludos and the value of LUD Token.

In contrast, a large LUD Token requirement may
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be speculative. The lack of users may cause the

P2P Trusted and Block-chained Data Organization

LUD Token market price to increase and affect the

Reengineering

long-term development of Ludos. In the event of

[3] https://www-935.ibm.com/services/cn/gbs/ibv/pdf/

such price fluctuations, Ludos’s development and

Unblocking_the_blockchain.pdf

operations team will not (and will not be responsible

[4] http://www.the-blockchain.com/docs/JP- Morgan-

for) stabilizing or affecting the market price of LUD

Juno-Distributed-Cryptoledger.pdf

Token.

[5] http://www.coindesk.com/jpmorgan-junohyperledger-blockchain/

14) Price fluctuations
When trading on the open market, crypto tokens

[Other]

usually fluctuate wildly. Price shocks often occur in

- “Bitcoin: A peer to peer electronic cash system” at

the short term. The price may be quoted in Bitcoin,

https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf

Ethereum, US dollars, or any other legal currency.

- “A protocol for interledger payments” at https://

Such price volatility may be caused by market

interlegder.org/interledger.pdf

forces (including speculative trading), regulatory

- “Ripple – Key feature” at https://ripple.com/

policy changes, technological innovations, the

technology

availability of exchanges, and other objective factors
that also reflect changes in the balance of supply
and demand. Regardless of the existence of LUD
in the secondary market for token trading, Ludos’s
development and operations team is not responsible
for any LUD Token transactions in the secondary
market. Therefore, Ludos’s development and
operations team is not obligated to stabilize the price
fluctuations of LUD Token. The risks involved in the
LUD Token transaction price are the responsibility of
the LUD Token trader.
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